DataEase for DOS 5.x Features
No. 12
SEARCH MODE

Introduction
This series of notes contains operating instructions and technical background to the new
features introduced in DataEase for DOS 5.x. In due course they will be integrated into the
DataEase for DOS 5.x technical reference.

Description
The design purpose of Search Mode was to provide DFD 5.x with a full featured search mode
providing the record entry search facilities that had been favourably received in DataEase
Express, in particular the ability to re-attain a search filter until explicitly deleted. Some
confusing keystrokes were simplified, and a bi-directional search toggle added.
A final cosmetic touch was that ‘UNCHECKED’ mode was renamed ‘SEARCH’ mode to make
its purpose clearer and to remove user apprehension that ‘unchecked’ data might somehow
make its’ way into the database.

Method of Operation
Search Mode Changes
When search mode is entered (by pressing Alt-F5), derivations and range checks will
be turned off as in DataEase for DOS 4.53. Conditional field attribute derivations will be
calculated as for a blank record.
Data entered in search mode will be used in all searches until cleared. Any search
started while in search mode will cause switch back to normal mode when the first
match is found, unless no records are found, when search mode will be retained for
further editing of criteria.
Changed screen display of 'UNCHECKED' to 'SEARCH'

Normal mode changes
Alt -T is implemented as a directional toggle. Directions (forward and back) are based
on the physical order of records in the file, for both normal files and SQL tables. The
exact order may vary at random for SQL tables depending on the exact server
implementation - the SQL standard regards record order as unimportant and
implementation dependant. Toggling clears any normal mode search criteria. (So, if
working in normal mode only, you need to toggle before entering criteria). An arrow is
displayed on the right hand side of the status line (with the function key definitions) to
indicate current direction of search.
The meaning of the F3 ‘find next’ key is now 'find NEXT record (not necessarily
matching current criteria) in the direction we currently happen to be going’ It clears any
search criteria entered in normal mode, but does NOT clear search criteria entered in
search mode - nor does anything else but Alt-F5 F5 - see below. It does NOT search
for any matches as in 4.53 - ALL searches on criteria must be done with Alt-F3. (This is
to obtain consistency - in older versions of DataEase hitting F3 kills the criteria - you
have to remember to do F3 Alt-F3).
Shift-F3 now means ‘find first record in the opposite direction to the one we are going’.
Thus, if current search direction is ‘forward’ - it means ‘go back one record’ - if current
search direction is ‘backwards’ it means ‘go forward one record’ Results are not
absolutely guaranteed under SQL for reasons given above.
Alt-F3 now means 'find NEXT MATCH in the direction we are currently going’ If no
search criteria have been defined in search mode, it uses the current record on screen
as 'temporary' criteria. A subsequent Alt-F3 in these circumstances continues to use
the temporary criteria. Pressing any other F3 combination (F3, Ctrl-F3, etc.) kills the
temporary criteria. Alt F3 does NOT blank the screen if no matches are found - it
displays an error message but leaves the existing record on screen. To find the
previous matching record press Alt-T Alt-F3. If Alt-F3 searches are indexed then
duplicate records will always appear as if moving forward through the file.
Alt-F5 F5 is the key sequence to clear search pattern. This uses key strokes already
established in 4.53 (Alt-F5 = Enter search mode, F5 = Clear Record)

